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Part I
THE BROMINE CONTENT OF CERTAIN SALINE GROUND WATERS OF
MISSOURI
INTRODUCTION

This report on the saline waters or Missouri covers a prel~inary

investigation carried on in cooperation with the Geo-

logical Survey or Missouri and through

the

~ds

appropriated

for an F E R A project.
The information contained herein will give the bromine con•
tent of the saline waters of Missouri from those districts from
which samples were obtainable.

The samples were obligingly :fur-

nished by the Missouri Geological Survey together with a complete
geological. geographical. and chemical analysis of each sample.
The relationship between the occurrence of bromine in saline
· waters of other parts or the country and those saline waters
investigated was briefly summarized.
Three methods were investigated for the quantitative determination of bromine in saline waters.

A detailed procedure or the

method selected for the saline waters under consideration is
given.

The results were reproduced in tabulated form showing

location. formational source. and concentration of the chief
constituent ions.
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OCCtnmEN'CE IN OTHER SALINE WATERS

Developments of the bromine industry in

the United

States have served as a geographical inda: of the localities
where Da.tural bromine-bearing brines occur in

greatest

concentration.
A survey was nade by Tf.

c.

(lJ
Phalen

on a number of

representative brines of the country. determining the salt
resouroes of the United States.

Tpe surrey inoluded analyt-

ical methods used tor the T&rioua constituent ions• includiDg
bromins.

A bromine analysis of sea water. lakes. and natural

underground saline waters was included.

The latter included a

saline waters trom liiohigan• Ohio. West Virginia• and Utah.
The first five states mentioned shoWed saline waters with a
chlorine .concentration tram three to ten times that of Driginal
sea water.

The bromine concentration varied from a maximula

ot 42&0 parts per million

to only traces.

Traces were report-

ed when the water contained l•a·S' than 100 parta per mil-lion.
Phalen's work included a map showing the location of salt
deposits in the united States.

Salt bearing formations are

f'ound to the West of :alissouri in Kansas. to the South West in
Oklahaoa and 'l'exas. to the South in Louisiana. to the
(1) Phalen•

w. w••

Salt Resources of the United States.

Bast

in the

Virginias~

and to the North East in Michigan.

Ohio~

A complete study of the brines and salt deposits of Michi•
(2)

gan was made by Charles

w.

Cook

complete geological study of the
manufacture~

•

His work contained a

brines~

their use in salt

and a survey of the many available chemical

analyses on natural brines and bitterns from Michigan wells.
Almost all of the analyses showed a high concentration of chlor•

Be

ine and a correspondingly high concentration of bromine.

concluded that the artificial brines of the Salina in the Upper
Silurianwere superior to the other formational sources for
the manufact?ll"e of salt.

He reported that above the Salina•

the Dundee and Upper Monroe limestones peld brines suitable
for sources of potash and bromine.

The best source of brines f'or

the manufacxture of bromine and calcium chloride are the Napol•
eon and Berea sands in the Mississippian series.
(3)
A ~re recent report was made byW. Stout
• R. Lamborn.
and D. Schaaf on the brines of' Ohio.

The work included

a

historical review of the brine industry of Ohio by counties.
(2)

Cook• c. w•• The Brine and · Salt -Deposits of Jfiohigan•
Mich. Geo. and Bio. Survey. Pub. 15• Sere 12. P• 44-95• 1914.

(3) Stout. w. • Brines of Ohio,
Geo. Survey of Ohio• Ser. 4• Bul• 37• P• 1-113• 1932.
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a complete.·geological survey of the origin o£ the brines.
their formational sources, utilization, and a complete analysis
of the more important brines of the state.

The report contains

a complete summary of all the analyses, expressing the constituent
ions in percentage composition of total saline matter.

The

chlorides thus reported do not" vary more than 2 percent from a
mean of sixty two in the eighty analyses given.

The bromine analyses varie4 in percentage composition of
saline matter from .003 to .940 percent in all but sixteen
cases.

The highest concentration appeared in the more concan•

trated brines of the Silurian• Devonian• Mississippian• and
Pennzylvanian formations. decreasing in concentration in the
order of their respective ages.

A map showing the location

of the brines of high saline character in Ohio, indicated clear•
ly that they are concentrated in the eastern half of the state
of Ohio.
The first work of any
~

signifi~oe

Missouri was published by

done on mineral waters

the Geological

Survey at Rolla

(4)
in 1892.

It was started by A. E. Woodward and completed

by Paul SWeitzer.

It contained a brief resume' of the origin,

composition, and therapeutics of the underground waters of the
state. the mineral waters were classified in the order of their
(4) Sohlreitzer. :P•• Report on Mineral Waters.
Geo. SurTey ot Missouri, Vole3• P• 1-242.1892.
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chemical characteristics.

The Muriatic class or brine

was found in Benton, Chariton, Clay, Henry, Howard, Jefferson,
Pike. Ralls. Randolph. and St. Louis Counties.
The MUriatic waters were divided into three groups,
the first of which consisted of twenty three waters whose
hypothetical composition showed the absence of Magnesium
sulphate.

The second group differed from the first by

showing the absence of Calcium Chloride.

The third group

differed :from the first two -, by the absence of Calcium
Chloride and Magnesium Chloride.
~ive

waters in the first group that contained the

bromine analysis are tabulated below:
COUNTY

P.P.M.®
Cl

P.P.M.@
Br

Sulphur Springs

Jef"f'erson

2329.8

26.4

Atton Springs

Jef"feraon

3578.7

20.0

Council Springs

Jef"f'erson

4517.6

22.0

Montesano Spring

Jef"f'erson

4877.3

26.4

Belcher Artesian Well

st.

5289.4

35.2

Louis

-5-

~he

original analyses were reported in grams per liter.
The location of the four springs in Jefferson County

is given on a topographical map.

The Belcher Well is

located in the center of the business district of st. Louis.
The

bromine analyses were not included in the remaining

saline waters reported.

The investigators. in

summarizing

the results of the three groups of Muriatic waters with
reference to their location within the state, concluded
that in passing

towards the west the deposits of saline

waters were more suitable for the manufacture of salt, be•
cause they contained fewer foreign materials.
In a special report on the mineral waters

E. B.

s. Bailey

ot Kansas,

(5)

lists the amount of bramine in some

well-known ·•aters ot the werld.

The anal¥-Ses reported in

parts per million are given on the following pagea
(6) Bailey, E. H.

s •• Report on Mineral Water.

Univ. of Geo.· Survey o£ Kansas, Vol. 7, P• 309, 1902.

NAME

COUNTY

P. P. M.
Br.

Congress

Saratoga.. N.Y.

115.2

Chrunpion Spouting

Saratoga. ll. Y.

47.6

Artesian Lithia

Ballston., N. Ye

48.5

Franklin artesian

Ballston. N. Y.

61.7

Condo-detonean

Ballston, N. Y.

31.4

DeerliOk Springs

Watkins.

N. Y.

7.9

Green Springs

Kentucky

192.7

Upper Blue Lick

Kentucky

60.7

Iodin Spring

West Virginia

11.1

saline

Ontario• Canada

13.0

Caxton Springs

Caxton. Canada

26.6

Cxia

Hygiea• Germany

123.0

Hall

Tassilo, Germa.ey

n.o

Kreutznaoh

Oranien• Germany

201.2

The original analyses were reported in grams per liter•
In

the .same= publication E. H.

s. Bailey gave the

analyses ot several ot the typical saline waters ot Kansas.
The results of the chlorine and bromine concentration are
given in the table on the following pages
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COUNTY

P.P.M.@
Cl

P.P.ll.@
Br

110278.5 515.2

Abliene Artesian Well

Dickinson

Eureka Mineral Well

Greenwood

4391.9

.4

Hudson well

Fredonia

47285.0

79.0

Geuda Springs

Cowley

10928.4

.3

Bromo-Magnesium Well

Montgomery

45081.1

182.6

Geyser Mineral Well

Johnson

14140.0

26.0

A complete water analysis was given in parts per million.
In a chapter on the Therapeutics of Mineral Waters

Bailey gives the following discussion of bromine:
" Bromides ocour especially in brine• associated
with chlorides and sometimes iod.iD.es.

It is evident that

the therapeutic value is directly connected with the bromine
of the associated salt, for quite similar effects are
obtained whether the positive element be sodium, potassium.,
or some other metal.

The bromides are more soluble than

the chloridesi and this fact is taken advantage of by
crystallizing out the salt (NaCl) first, and using the
mother-liquor for the commercial manufacture of bromine.
Bromine is very often associated with magnesium in Mineral
waters".

METHOD OF ANALYSES

The following methods were investigated to find the one;
most suitable for the detection of bromine in the saline
waters studied:
(6)

1.
2.
3.

Roy and Edith Newton Method
(7)
A. o. A. c. Method
•
(8)
Norman MOColleoh Method.

•

The third method. which proved the most satisfactory for
the work under consideration, was the revised Norman McCollech
method as employed by the Dow Chemical Company for bromine
determination of brine waters.

The outlined procedure was

furnished through correspondence with the Dow Chemical

Company.

A few modifications of' the procedure were necessary to make the
method accurate for the determination of' bromine in the saline
waters studied.

This method depends upon the following reaotionsa

(6 ) Newton, Roy and Ed.i th• Determin.a.tion of Bromine in the
Presence of' Large Excess of Chloride,
Ind. Eng. Ch&m4 !Bale Ed., Vol. 6, No. 31 213, May 151 1934.
(7) Association of' AgricUlttiral Cheridsts, Methods of Analysis,
Third Ed., Washington, D. Ce~ A.O.A.c., Pub. P. 426, 1930.
(8) MoCollech, Norman, SUTTON-Volumetric Analysis,
Eleventh Ed.~ Philadelphia, Pa. Blakestone Son and Co.,
P• 178, 1924.

When potassium permanganate is added to dilute hydrochloric
acid containing a sufficient amount of manganous chloride, manganic chloride is formed without liberating any chlorine.
compound does not react with

~drocyanic

acid.

This

The equation of

the reaction may be written:
8Mncl 2

I

16Hcl

I

2Kmno4

= SMn2 c1 6 1 2Kcl 1 aH2o

The bromides and iodides in acid solution reduce the mangan-

ous chloride and are converted to the colorless bromine chloride
thus:
HBr

I

Mn2Cls : HCl

I

Brcl

I

The free halogens and the

2l1mcl 2
inter-r~logen

compounds are reduced

by the Hydrocyanic acid in solution, tbuaz
2Cl

I

HCN : HCl

I

CNCl

The details of the procedure used are as follows:
An accuratedly measured 250 ml sample of the saline water was

evaporated in a 400 ml beaker on a hot plate at 110 degrees
approximately 75 ml

<I 10 ml).

c.

to

After cooling, the content of the beak-

er was transferred quantitatively to a 250 ml volumetric flask, and
25 nU of manganous solution was added.

Standard potassium permangan-

ate was then rUn into the flask in excess of the required quantity.
The solution was made strongly acid by adding 50 ml of concentrated
hydrochloric acid. A dark brown solution indicated an excess of permanganate. If the solution was colorless or nearly so after shaking moi-e
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permanganate was added.

To the dark solution exactly 8 ml of 3

percent hydrocyanic acid was added.

The glass stopper Yms seat-

ed tightly in the flask, the contents well shaken, and allowed
to stand for 2 hours to allow the reaction to go to completion.
The liquid was then titrated with standard potassium iodide
solution, until it was nearly decolorized by the decomposition
of the manganic chloride, and then slightly colored by the liberation of free iodine.

The slight excess of iodine was determined

by adding a little chloroform as indicator, and titrating with the
permanganate until the pink color disappeared from the chloroform
on shaking.
The bromine vms calculated by subtracting the milliliters of
standard potassium iodide from the total amount of standard perrnanganate used.

The difference repressented the amount of per.man•

ganate consumed in oxidizing the bromine ion.

The iodide origin-

al present in the saline water as determined in part II of this
investi gation, was so small, that its effect was considered neg•
ligible.
The standard solutions and reagents were prepared as follows:
A standard bromide solution was prepared in order to cheek
the accuracy of the method.

About 5 g of

c.

P. potassium bromide

was ignited at a lew red heat to volatilize any impurities.
c ooling, the mass was dissolved in approximately 1 liter
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After

of water.

The bromine value was determined by titrating 20 m1

aliquotes with a freshly prepared standard silver nitrate (.05N )•
A solution oonta.ining exa.otly .001 g of bromine per m1 was pre•
pared from this standard bromide solution. ·
Standard potassium per.manganate solution was prepared by
dissolving 1.276 grams of potassium per.mansanate orystals in
4 liters of distilled water.

The solution was heated to boil-

ing, colled to room temperature, and filtered through a freshly
prepared Gooch crucible into a dark glass bottle.

The approximate•

ly .01 normal solution is .sta.ndardi:ed against a weighed amount
of Bureau of standards sodium oxalate.
Standard potassium iodide solution, approximately .oosN
was prepared by adding 3.312 grams of c.P. potassium iodide
crystals of 4 liters of freshly distilled water•

~he

solution

was standardized by running three blank solutions, each containing e'Jtaotly 20 ml of potassium permanganate solution, through the

regular procedure.
The manganous chloride solution was made by dissolTing 500
grams of manganous chloride tetrahydrate crystals in 250 m1 of
distilled water.
The 3 percent hydrocyanic acid solution was prepared by
adding 40 grams of

c.

P. potassium cyanide to 400 m! of

distilled water. Any dissolTed carbon dioxide was remoTed tram
the solution by peroipitating with be.riu:m chloride reagent and
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The solution was cooled in an ice bath and 10 ml of

filtering.

concentrated hydrochloric acid was added slowly ·with si;irring.
keeping the temperature about 10 degrees

c.

DUE TO ITS TOXIC

EFFECTS. CARE MUST BE TAKEN IN PREPARniG AND HANDLING THIS

REAGENT.

A complete analysis of the mineral constituents was furnished
by R. T. Rolufs, Chemist of the Missouri Geological Survey.

These analyses provided the information necessary to determine
the chemical character r£ each water sample delivered to the
laboratory.

The chloride. concentration gave the writer a means

of distinguishing between the saline and non•saline water.
number of analpes on the low chloride water

indioa~d

A

that

the method was not accurate enough to be used to ,discriminate between waters containing less than two parts per million of
bromine.

Consequently, only a few of the non-saline waterw were .

analyzed to show the bromine content.

The high saline waters

were analysed by the method d6scribed and the results tabulated.
Tables I to

v.

inclusive~

show the location.

d~pth•

and

formational source of the water as furnished by the Missouri
Geological Survey.

The results >are tabulated in five separate

areas.
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TABLE I

NAME•

LOCATION•

DEPTH•

FORMATIONAL
SOURCE•

T.D.S.•
P.P.M.-

CHLORINE•
COWI'ENT
P.P.M.

BROMINE IODINE
CONTENT CONTENT
P.P.M.
P.P.M.

Bannister
Well

Jackson Co.
Sec. 36, Twp.
48 N., R.33 VV.

1400'

Jefferson
City

46119

22114

53.5

0.63

Judd-Lester

Jackson Co.
8-47-33

Tanks

Squirrel
Sand

32168.0

15837.7

48.9

0.72

Judd or Dallas Jackson Co.
Oil Co.
6-47-33
Settling tanks

500'

Squirrel Oil
Sands

29516

15657

46.4

1.12

Knobtown, Carl- Jackson Co.
son Lease
21-47-33

Tanks

Squirrel
Sand

29744.0

15152.3

46.1

0.28

Ruff-Duck =/1=1

Jackson Co.
10-47-33

357'

Peru Sand

20616

10787

<!t4.6

1.05

Ruff or H.
Diller =/1=1

Jackson Co.
NE.SE.23-47-33

Bartlesville

20824

11716

42.7

1.43

Skinner
Duck

Jackson Co.
16-47-33

Tanks

Squirrel
Sand

30744.0

13492.7

42.0

0.41

Gail #2 or
Elliot #2 gas
well

Jackson Co.
s.E. 7-47-33

413'

Pennsylvania
Sand

27922

15261

33.2

2.29

685'

TABLE I (Cont'd.)

NAME•

LOCATION•

Jones =//=1

Clinton Co.
13-55-32

Porter .f/=5

Clinton Co.
18-55-31

Henry Ecton #=1

DEPTII•

FOPJvlATIONAL
"SormcE•

T.D.S.•

P.P.M.

-

CHLORHl'E*
CONTENT

BROMINE
CONTENT

P.P.M.

P.P.H.

IODINE
CONTENT
P.P.M.

Shale, 40 1 below Peru Sand,
from drip

10254.0

6045.9

9.2

1.40

Peru Sand ·
drip

10168.0

5761.5

9.1

0.84

Clay Co.
34-53-32

Peru Sand,
from drip

9402.0

5367.0

7.5

0.70

Yoder #1

Clay Co.
21-53-32

Peru Sand
drip

10237.0

5834.9

7.3

0.26

Hume-S inc lair
Coal Co.

Bates Co.

582'

1215 1

S\V .NE.NE.

Jefferson City
Cotter

4821

2209

6.8

No analysis

Peru Sand

5542.0

2715.6

6.6

1.47

Roubidoux

1099.0

487.0

s.oo

Trace

No information

1848

783

4.1

39N-33W
Lee Hanks

Clinton Co.
2-54-32

Goose Lake
Gun Club

Bates Co.
17-38-30

700'

Nevada Gas
and Oil Co.

Vernon Co.

2018'

SE-l!W

31-37-32

-15a-

·0.26

TABLE I (Cont'd.)

LOCATION•

FORMATIONAL
SOURCE•

P.P.M.

Bartlesville
Sandstone

1036

229.0

2.8

Trace

843'

Ronbidoux

1957.0

983.1

Trace

Trace

Klumpp Bates Co.
667'
8-38-31
Ri~h Hill, Mo.

Jefferson
City

1516.0

631.3

Trace

0.16

Mixed water
Mississj.ppian

1373

585.3

Trace

Trace

250.7

Trace

Trace

17.7

Tre.ce

Trace

Be.tes Co.

Tom Bowen

Bates Co.
N.W. of Rich
Hill
24-39-32

sg.sw.

Horton Gun
Club well

Vernon Co.
22-37-:31

817'

Walker Consolidated Vernon Co. 753 1
School
Walker, Mo.

Jefferson City
or Roubidoux

City of Adrain
test well

Lower Pleasanton

*

P.P.M.

402'

Argenbright

~·

IODINE

CONTENT

562.8

1080'

•

BROMINE

CONTENT

1435.0

Vernon Co.
North of
Nevada

&

CHLORINE*
CONTENT
P.P.M.

Roubidoux

Mo. State Hospital #3
Nevadf., Mo.

Kreiger
Ice Co.

T.D.S.*

P.P.M.-

Bates Co.

44 1

752.0
2260

Furnished by the Missouri Geological Survey.
Furnished by the chemist of the Missouri Geological Survey. Chlorine
content includes Bromide and Iodide ions reported as chloride ions.
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0.11

TABI.:E II

-

NAME•

LOCATION•

DEPTH•

FORMATIONAL
SOURCE•

T.D.S. •
P.P.M.

CHLORINE•
CONTENT
P.P.M.

BROMINE IODINE
CONTENT CONTENT
P.P.M.
P.P.M.

White Mineral
Springs
flowing well

St.Louis Co.
Valley Park,
Mo.

1190'

St. Peters

8500

4430

33.1

0.35

Joseph Weil

St.Louis Co.
Fenton, Mo.
NE.NW.34-44-5E

823'

St. Pflters or
Cott er

9774

4546

29.5

0.37

Belcher Hotel

St.Louis, Mo.
sw.SW.l3-45-7E

2200'

St. Peters

11147

5113

27.2

0.40

Lake Hill
flowing well

St.Louis Co.
Amusement Park
Valley Park, Mo.

800'

St. Peters

no ana.1y- no ana.lysis
sis

24.0

0.48

G.w.

Baumhoff
Drilled well

St.Louis Co.
Kirkwood., Mo.
SE.NE.l6-44-8E

957'

St. Peters or
Cotter

9648

23.9

0.40

E.H. Glueok
Flowing well

St.Louis, Co.
Under con- St. Peters
s.s.
1110 N. 3rd. st. struction
St.Louis, Mo.
(10' in sand)
33-43-6E

No inform-no informat ion
ation

22.3

0.15

E.R. Glueck
Flowing we 11

Same as
above

Deloge Farm
drilled well

St.Louis Co.
Halls Ferry Rd.

4366

900'

St. Peters
s.s.

No inform- 4293.1
ation

20.4

0.30

1470'

Mixed water

No analy- No analy-

13.0

0.26

sis

sis

TABLE II (Cont'd.)

NAME•

FORMATIONAL
SOURCJ<;•

T.D.S.•
P.P.M.

CHLORI NE•
CONTENT
P.P.M.

BROMINE IODINE
CONTENT CONTENT
P.P.M.
P.P.M.

800'

St. Peters

3890

1748

10.0

0.49

St.Louis, Co.
1800'
Halls Ferry Rd.
at Mo. River
4-47-6E

St. Peter·s

4128.0

1839.9

9.0

Trace

{New flow sample
St. Joseph
Lead Co.

Jefferson Co.
1000'
Herculaneum, Mo.

Roubidoux

2241

938

9.0

Trnoe

Jewish
Sanitarium

St.Louis, Co.
13-46-5E

800'

Keokuk
Burlington

1416.0

505.0

4.0

0.30

Friedmar Farm
pumped srunple

St.Louis, Co.
Telegraph Rd.

327'

Mississippian

4883

200'

No information

426

LOCATION*

Huber Sanitarium St.Louis Co.
White pump house Baldwin, Mo.
Deep well
De stoge Farm

Huber Sanitarium St.Louis, Co.,
Brown Pump house,Baldwj_n, Mo.
Shallow well

DEPTH•

s.s.

-

2321

•

Furnished by the Missouri Geological Survey.

•

Furnished by the Chemist of the Missouri Geological Survey. Chlorine
content includes Bromide and Iodide ions reported as chloride ions.
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o.51

Trace

Trace

TABlE III
NAME•

LOCATION*

DEPTH*

FORMATIONAL
SOURCE*

T.D.S.•
P.P.M.-

CHLORINE*
CONTENT
P.P.M.

BROMINE IODINE
CONTENT CONTENT
P.P.M.
P.P.M.

Saline Oil
Co. Flowing
11811

Saline Co.
NE.SE.NE.
19-51-22

1250 1

Roubidoux.
Gasconade
or lower

18262

8505

24.3

9.36

J.J. Kennedy

Saline Co.
11-50.22

400'

Mississippian
Limestone

12192.0

6142.1

15.1

0.34

Noland Taylor

Saline Co.

351 1

Probable
St. Peters

5286

2354

11.6

0.36

354'

Probable
St. Peters

4721

2165

10.6

1.40

8433.0

4348.7

10.0

0.81

NE-NW

29-49~19

I.W. Griffis

Saline Co.
SW.NW.NW

29-49-19

Donald Grove

Ray co.
Cowgill, Mo.
9-54-27

720'

No information

Camden High

Ray Co.
27-51-28

560'

No log

8904.0

4276.3

9.0

0.28

Erie Raasch

Carroll Co.
Almo, Mo.
29-53-21

292 1

Mississippian
Limestone

6587.0

2935.8

7.5

0.40

Carl White
N.w. Mo. I ns.
co.

Carroll Co.
12-53-24

460 1

No log

1747.0

669.7

5.8

0.60
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TABLE III (Cont'd.)

NAME•

LOCATION•

W.B. Henderson, Ray Co.
Maintla.nd, Farm 34-5~-27

DEPTH•

364'

No log

649'

No information

R.A. Wild

Ray Co.
Rich Hill, Mo.
35-54-27

B1oeeer~ etal•

1425'

Bomhake #1

Saline Co.
NE. NE.
20-50-21

Sweet Springs

Saline Co.
Saline Co.

Chris, John

FORMATIONAL
SOURCE•

CHLORINE•
CONTENT
P.P.M.

BROMINE IODINE
CONTENT CONTENT
P. P. M.
P.P.M.

1117.0

379.8

5.5

0.40

891.0

225.7

5.0

0.40

T.D.S.•
P.P.M.-

Cambra in

4287

1903

4.5

Trace

600'

Burlington
to Cotter

2219

892

4.2

e.31

575'

Mississippi
Limestone or
lower

1641

712

3.2

Trace

2.0

0.30

NE·lnY·N\f

1-49-22

Sam Leever

Ray Co.
Camden, Mo.
28-51-28

374 1

No log

5137.0

2440.4

M. Harden

Saline Co.
17-52-20

650'

St. Peters

1626.0

755.8

Trace

0.17

Mo. School for
Feeble Minded

Saline Co.
NE.!m 11-50-21

231'

Cherokee

778

177

Trace

Trace

•
•

s.s.

Furnished by the Misaouri Geological Survey.
Furnished by the chemist of Missouri Geological Survey. Chlorine content includes Bromide and Iodide ions reported as chloride ions.
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TABLE IV

NAME•

LOCATION•

DEPTH•

FORM.A'riONAL .
SOURCE*

T.D.s.•
P.P.M.

CHLORINE•
CONTENT
P.P.M.

BROMINE
CONTSNT
P.P.M.

IODINE
CONTENT
P.P.M.

Dr. Bernet
drilled well

Marion Co.
Hannibal,Mo.

1435'

Roubidoux

12972

6047

32.0

0.36

Albert M.
Rowland

Ralls Co.
unknown
Spalding Springs,
Missouri

St. Peters
Sandstone .

12497

5917

22.6

o.so

Marion Co.

St. Peters
sandstone

17757

8074

20.4

o.:ss

A.C.Bross
flowing we 11

NW. sw. svr.

700'

-

17-58-5
Universal Atlas Ralls Co.
Cement Co. M.J. NE. ~m.
Jones Farm
Sec. T.55 N.,
R.4 W.

2205'

Mixed water
St. Peter or
older

15385

6667

17.0

0.34

Eagles Lodge
F1 owing we 11

Pike County
Louisiana,Mo.

1705'

Roubidoux
or St. Peter

9575

4549

9.5

0.27

W.H. Thomas

Lewis Co.
Lagrange, Mo.
31·61-SW

800'

St. Peter
Sandstone

6986

2928

6.8

Traces
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TABLE IV (Cont'd.)

NAME•

Canton Oil
and Gas Co.
Well #2

LOCATION•

Lewis Co.

sw.NW.

DEPTH*

928 t

FORJ~TIONAL

T.D.S.,!.

P.P.M.

CHLORINE•
CONTENT
P.P.M.

BROMINE IODI NE
CONTENT CONTENT
P. P.M.
P.P.M.

SOURCE•
St. Peter
Sandstone

4946

1831

4.7

14-62-6

•

Furnished by the Missouri Geological Survey.

!

Furnished by the chemist of the Missouri Geological Survey. Chlorine
content includes Bromide and Iodide ions reported as chloride ions.
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Trace

TABLE V
NAME•

LOCATION•

City of
Ridgeway
drilled well

Harrison Co.

c.c.C. Camp

Harrison Co.
SW.SEC. 7 11 T.
65 N., R.27 w.

DSES-Mo.4
Co. 2727
Well #=1

FORMATIONAL
SOURCE•

T.D.S.•
P.P.M.-

1174 1

Lower Cherokee

750 1

Lower Cherokee

DEPTH•

CONTENT
P.P.M.

BROMINE
CONTENT
P.P.M.

IODINE
CONTENT
P.P.M.

5171

1210

9.5

0.47

4390

1804

Trace

Trace

CI-ILORIID~•

•

Furnished by the Missouri Geological Survey.

•

Furnished by the chemist of the Missouri Geological Survey. Chlorine
content includes Bromide and Iodide ions reported as chloride ions.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
There was no definite line of demarcation between a brine and
a saline water.

The writer may refer to waters containing more

than 1000 parts per million chlorine as a brine.

The waters that

contained less than 1000 parts per million chlorides were included
to show the character of the water bearing formations of that area.
Table I contains .the group which might be de signa ted as the
Jackson County area.

It consists largely of saline waters derived

from the oil sands of the Pennsylvanian age.

The group includes Jack-

son, Cass, Bates, Clinton, Clay and Vernon counties, in order of the
age of their formational source, nineteen of the samples Vlere derived
from the Pennsylvanian, one from the Mississippian, and eight fro.m the
Ordovician age.

Uo information was obtainable on three of the samples

which were of exceptional depths.
Table II contains the group which might be designated as the St.
Louis County area.

Only three of these saline waters was derived from

the Mississippian age.
age.

Nine samples are derived from the OrdoviciiUl

The last sample was included to show the saline character of the

water from a shallow well in this district.
Table III contains a group of saline
Carroll Counties.
vician age.

~ters

from Saline, Ray, and

Seven waters of this group were derived fro.m Ordo-

One vtater was derived from each of the Pennsylvanian, Miss-

Issippian, and Cambrian ages.

Six waters from this area contained no

log to give formational source.
-22-

Table IV contains the analyses of saline waters from the
Marion County area.

Ralls, Pike• and Lewis Counties were in•

cluded in this area.

These waters were deriTed from the Ordovi-

cian age.
Table V includes two saline waters from Harrison County in
the extreme northwest part of the state.

Their origin lies in the

Cherokee Sanda of the lower Pennsylvanian age.
The bromine concentration varied from traces to a maximum of
53.5 parts per million.

The following graph shows that the

concentration of bromine varied directly as the concentration of
chlorides.
Table. VI shows

th~

average analysis of the respective saline

water producing areas of Missouri as compared to sea water.

The

areas were listed in order of the concentration of saline matter
and consequently in order of their bromine concentration.

It can be

be seen that the depth from the surface has no bearing on the type
of saline water.
was

~re

The type of saline water that can

ae

expected

likely to depend on the geological horizon from which

it was derived.
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TABLE VI
Relation of Missouri Saline Waters to Sea Waters

-AREA
JACKSON

COUNTIES

NO. OF
WATERS

Jackson
Cass
Bates
Vernon
Clinton
Clay

12

Marion
Ralls
Lewis
Pike

MARION

AVERAGE
Cl
P.P. M.

AVERAGE Cl
AVERAGE
Br. P.P.M.
Br.
P. P. M. Ratio

13443

6905

18.3

377

.so

11445

5145

16.3

316

.33

13
1

5605

2583

15.0

172

.32

9

5239

2430

7.7

316

.46

4780

1507

5.0

301

.35

38820

21464

73.0

294

.043

1
8

4
3
3
2

2
2
1

ST. LOUIS

St. Louis
Jefferson

SALINE

Saline
Ray
Carroll

5
2

Harrison

2

HAR.t?.ISON

AVERAGE
T.D.S.
P.P.:M.

(9)

SEA WATER •

•

• *

Mean of 77 analyses of ocean water from many localities,
collected by the "Challenger" Expedition.
Reported by J. F. Reith, see page 30

(9) Dittmar, W., Analyses of Oceanic Salts, in U.S.G.S., Bul. 330,
P. 95, 1908.

**

In general, the composition of the Missouri saline waters
shaw considerable dilution when compared to the original sea water•
The ratio of chlorine to bromine is practically the same in foUr of
the districts.

This ratio approximates the ratio found in sea water.

The St. Louis area differs from the others in that the ratio Cl-Br
is just about 3/S•s as large as that of sea water.
There was no constant relation found between the bromine and
iodine content of Missouri saline waters.
The low bromine content of Missouri saline waters would not warrant their use for the commercial extration of bromine.
The map in the folder· in back of this paper is constructed to show
the outcrop areas of Missouri.

The approximate location of the wells

investigated is in the center of the black dots drawn on the map.
Geological map was furnished by the Missouri Geological Survey.
concentration of bromine is given in red numerals.

The
The

·The geological

source is indicated by the black figure behind the dash.

The legend on

the west side of the map interprits the figure giving the geological
source.
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sm~y

From the
N

1.

s~ples

investigated:

There was evidence that there were five saline water
producing areas in Missouri.

2. The Pennsylvanian oil sands ot Jacks on County show· the
highest concentration of bromine.
3.

there was evidence that the brines derived trom certain
parts of the St. Peter sandstone carry a measurable
amount ot bromine.

4.

There was evidence that the bromine concentration or any
b~ine

depends upon the geological horizon tro.mwhich it is

derived.
6.

There was no evidence that the depth of the well had any
bearing on the amDunt or bromine present.

6.

When compared to sea water and brines in states where
bromine occurs in commercial quantities. the brines of
Missouri show a lower concentration of' total saline matter

and a corre?pondingly lower bromine concentration.
P.P.M. Chlorine
1. The ration ot P.P.M. Bromine in the brines ot tour of the
districts investigated was practically constant.
8.

The st. Louis area differs from the four mentioned in

chlorine-bromine ratio.

PART II
THE IODINE CONTENT OF CERTADI SALDTE GROUND
WATERS OF MISSOURI

TIITRODUCTION
The second part

o~

this report on the saline waters of

Missouri covers the preliminary work done on the iodine content
of the samples analyzed in Part I.
The information contained herein will give the nature of the
iodine content of the saline waters of Missouri from those districts
from which samples were obtainable.

The relationship between the

occurrence of iodine in saline wa'-ers investigated was briefly
summarized..

Som.e work

this institution.

~s

been done by previous investigators at

Their work on pota.b.le waters. vegetables. and

soils in Missouri was surveyed to draw analogies by comparing their
results with the ones found here.
Three methods were investigated for the quantitative determination of iodine in saline waters.

A detailed procedure of the method

selected for the saline waters under consideration was given,

The

results were reproduced in tabulated form along with those obtained
in the study of the bromine in Part I.
The results were discussed with respect to the analogies and
contrasts found within and without the state.

A map was included

to show the geographical and geological position of each well, indicating the respective iodine content.
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OCCURRENCE IN

OTHER SALINE WATERS

Prior to the discovery of iodine in commercial quantities in
California oil brines. investigators found

only small quantities

of iodides in brines.
In a brief resume of the iodine industry in California•

c.

R.

Roberston (10) showed how a young chemist discovered large quantities of iodine in crude oil brines at Signal Hill,. Long Beach.
California.

A survey of oil brines of the country indicated

iodine in some quantity il1 Louisiana, but only a fn zones of the .
Far West showes a high enough concentration to warrant develop- ·
ment.

The brines in question. as ide from their

approximate sea water in general composition.
was the unique feature.

iodine content.
The iodine ion

It ranges in amount from 30 to 70 parts

per million.
The explanation offered for the origin of the brines. designated
them as being the result of buried sea.. eed forests. which yield
petroleum aa the decomposition residue and iodine as the extract.
The bromide ion was of low concentration and did not interfere with
the procedure used
(10) Roberston. c. R. • American Iodine Indus~.
Ind. Eng. Cham. Vol. 26• No.4• P• 376• April. 1934.
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for extraction of the iodine.
Investigations of the iodine content of brines have been
rather limited.
in sea water.

Only small quantities of iodine were reported
{11)
J. F. Reith
, in a stuqy of methods for the

determination of iodine in the presence o£ excess

cr~orides.

report-

ed about .043 parts per million in ooean water.
(12)
A collection of Cook's
analyses of Michigan brines lndieated traces

or

iodine in the MOnroe. and Dundee brines in the lower

Devonian system. In a recent publication concerning brines of
(13)
Ohio
• six of the brine analyses included the iodine concentration.

T~e

composition of saline matter indicated from.003 to

.024 percent iodine.

These brines occured in the horizon of

Big Injun. Berea, and Second Water of Big Ltme.
mentioned that

~

.

The author

most brines, iodine was present. but the

quantity was not often more than a mere trace.

(11) Reith, J. F., Iodine content of Ocean Water,
Rev. Trav. Cham. 49, P• 142-50, 1930.
(12)

Cook, c. w., The Brine and Salt Deposits of Michigan.
Mich. Gee. and Bio. Survey, Pub. 15, Ser. 12. 1914
Ser. 12 is canplete volume.

(13)

stout, w•• Brines of Ohio.
Geo. ~ey of Ohio, Bul.37.ser.4, P. 1-110, 1932.
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(14)

In a special report by

H.~.

Bailey

, on the mineral

waters of Kansas. a list of the iodine content of some of the
well known waters of the world was given to show the extent of
iodine in high saline w a.ters-.

Some of the analyses tabulated

in parts per million are listed in the 'table :below:

NAME

LOCATION

I*

Congress

Saratoga. N.Y.

2.1

Excelsior

Saratoga, N.Y.

61.4

Franklin Artesian

Ballston, N.Y.

3.4

Sans Souci

Ballston, N.Y.

20.0

Cxiz

Hygiea, Germany

122.8

Hall

Tassilo, Germany

25.8

*

Original analyses was reported in

grains per gallon.

(14) Bailey, E. H.s., Mineral Waters,
Univ. Geo. Survey of Kansas, Vol. VIII, P• 309, 1902.

Some of the results that Bailey reported in his survey

ot Kansas brines

ar~

tabulated below:

NAME

COUNTY

-Cl*

-

Abilene Artesian

Dickinson

110278

6.3

Eureka Mineral

Greenwood

Hudson

Wilson

47285.0 79.0

Geuda Springs

Cowley

10928.4 Trace

Bromo-Magnesium

Montgomery

45081.1 1.3 ·

Carbondale Spring

Osage

•

I*

4391.9 0.1

794.6 0.5

A:aal;yses in parts per million.
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He reports that although iodides were not present in large
quantities, they were regarded of great importance because of
their therapeutic action.

He stated that, " Iodides, although

occuring usually with chlorides and bromides, are considered
active therapeutic agents.

~re

Their action is quite similar to the

latter".
(15)
A thorough survey in the United States
was made of the

iodine content of drinking water supplies, soils, and vegetables,
and

o~

its relation to the goiter incidence of a given region.

Preliminary studies of this kind were carried out in cooperation
with the Missouri State Board of' Realth by Hunze

(16)
(17)
and Potter
•

Hunza's work demonstrated a low iodide content in potab.le
waters of Missouri when compared to ten parts per billion of
sodium iodide taken as normal.

No definite ratio or relation-

ship was found between the iodine and the chlorine content of
natural untreated water.

Waters from the northern portion of

Missouri were :round to contain slightly more iodine than those
(15) MCClendon.J.F •• The Prevalence of' Simple Goiter and Its
Relation to Iodine Content of Water and Foods•
J. AM. w. w. Assn., 15, 2%2, 1926.

(16) Hunze, E. c•• Study of the Iodine Content of' tepresentative
Missouri Waters, Thesis, Unpublished• ~s.M. Library. 1927.
(17) Potter, c. J •• Study of the Iodine Content ot Missouri
Vegetables and Soils. Thesis• Unpublished• ~A.~ Librar,y. 1930.
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ot the southern portions ot the state.
Potter's work on soils and vegetables embraced the tact that
the subsurface area of llfissouri

was of low iodine content.

the latter showed that a definite relation existed bet.een the
iodine content of the surface and the respective ages of the
:locks underlying them.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

In the search tor a satisfactory method to determine the
iodine content of the waters under consideration. the following methods were investigated:
(18 )~

1. Baughman and Skinner Method
(19)
2. Brubaker, Van Blarcom. and Walker Method

(20)
3. Sadusk and Ball Method

The third method which

proved

•

•
t~e

most satisfactory for

this investigation, is briefly outlined below• .
One liter of the original brine was evaporated to approxim- .
ately. 100 ml.
solids.

The hot solution was filtered to re.move any

The solution was acidified with two normal sulfuric

acid (1 ml. excess) and cooled to roODL temperature. An excess
of ·olean dry bromine was absorbed by injecting a stream of the
vapor into the beaker just above the solution and swirling the
contents with the beaker continously.
(18)

Baug~, w. F. 1 Iodide in the Presenoe ot Chloride and
Bromide, Methods of Analysis• A. o. A. e., third edition,
Washington De c., A.O.A.c., p.424, 1930.

(19) Brubaker, H. w., Determination ot Iodine in Natural Waters,
J. Amer. Ch~ Soc. Vol. 48• No.6, P• 1502• June• 1926.
(20) s&dusk, J. F., Volumetric Determination of Small Quantities
ot Inorganic IocU.ne, Ind. }!;ng. Cham. • Anal. E., Vole 6•

No.6• P• 386, Nov. 16, l933e
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1'he bromine vapor was made by blowing a stream of air through
a series of bottles containing water.

concentrate~

sulfuric

acid• and liquid bromine. in the order mentioned.
1'he excess bromine was boiled off on a hot plate at 110
degrees

c.

The solution was transferred quantitatively from

the beaker into a 500 ml Er-lenmeyer and allowed to cool to
room temperature. 'rhe volume IJt the solution was adjusted to
about 100 ml.

Approximately .1 gram

c.P.

potassium iodide

crystals were added to the solution of iodates. mixed thoroughly.
and allowed to .··stand for one hour to insure complete liberation
of iodine.

The liberated iodine was titrated with standard

sodium thiosulphate using a fresh • 5 percent starch solution
as an indicator.
The amount of standard sodium thiosulphate used was a m,easure
of the liberated iodine in the solution.

The amount of iodine thus

found represented six times the amount present as the iodide in t he
original brine.
A standard solution of sodium thiosulphate was made about
.001 normal.

About 4 grams of sodium hydroxide for each liter of

solution was used to stablize the solution. The solution was
standardized on potassium iodide solution.
A standard potassium iodide solution was made by dissolving
potassium iodide in distilled water and standardized with e05N
silver nitrate.
-36-

The iodine concentration found in each sample was tabulated
in Table I to

v,

adjacent to the bromine concentration of the

corresponding sample.

In several eases there was no sample

left for the iodine determination as indicated in the Tables.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Concentration of iodine, as shown by Tables I to V; inclusive, varied from 2.3 P.P.M. to traces.

The results show

that there was no definite relationship between the occurrence
of chlorides and iodides in the saline waters studied.
~rly,

Simil-

there was no definite relationship between the iodide and

bromine occurring in any single saline water.

The

~ount

of

iodine occurring in any saline water seemed to be characteristic
of that water only.

In comparing the iodide content of Missouri

saline waters with that of sea water, the highest sample showed
about 56 times as much io~ine.
In general the saline waters from the oil-producing sands
of the Pennsylvanian age in the Jackson County area, showed a
higher content than those derived from other saline waters of
Missouri.

This was not unusual Tlhen the recent discovery of large

quantities of iodine in Californian oil brines was considered.
However, the iodine content of Missouri Oil brine waters did not
approach the amount in the oil bines of California.
The concentration of iodine was indicated on the map in the
folder in the back.

The black figure before the dash indicates t he

concentration of iodine in parts per million.
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SUMMARY

For the samples investigated:

1.

The iodine concentration ot Missouri saline waters
obtained from the five districts was relatively low
when compared to some of the saline waters ot other
states.

2.

The highest iodine concentration in

Missouri saline

waters was found in the oil brines of Jackson County.
3.

There was no definite relationship between the occurrence
of chlorides and iodides in Missouri saline waters.

4.

There was no definite relationship between the occurrence
of bromides and iodides.

5.

The iodine content ot Missouri saline waters had a greater
concentration of iodine ·than· the amount reported in sea
water.
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